Shikhar Trekking Tents
at Kanchenjunga Base

Dinning Tent
Toilet Tents

Kitchen Tent
Sleeping tents

Shikhar Travels ensures to provide their guest the best of services and products while making every
effort to see that no disturbance is made to the eco system where the tours are operated.
Since our inception, we have been offering the best quality tents to our guests ensuring a comfortable
stay even in the most rugged terrains.

Sleeping Tents: They are available in two styles:

Exterior

A shape Tent (Two-Men) – Two-Men Tents are available in two Qualities :
1.

2 Side open (with Ring)
2. 1 Side open (with Pin)
Starting Size - 5 ½ x 8 feet
Central Ht-5 feet
Double Fly Tent - 100% waterproof, for all weather conditions.

Interior

High Altitude Tents (Two Men)

Exterior

2 men size: High 50", Long 82", wide 60", Porch on both gates 36",
Weight: 4.5 kg, packed size 24" x 8".
Light weight, strong built and fine quality tents suitable for high altitudes.

Dinning Tents:
Starting size 10X10 feet and 12X12 feet.
Seating Capacity: 12
Dinning Tents made by cotton canvas (Heavy and Lightweight) - 100%
waterproof.
Tents are light weight and easy to move.
Tents stand by two standing one ridge pole of Aluminum pipe.

Toilet Tents
Dome Bath Tent : This tent hangs on telescopic fiberglass poles. Made from
210 nylon taffeta fabric in 55 inches, wide, 55 inches long and 7 ft high size.
Opening gate is fitted with heavy duty nylon zipper, ventilator on rear
wall.
Sufficient Pockets inside.

Toilet Stool

Interior

Camping Stool
Stool weight: 1kg
Weight capacity: 200 kg
Material: Iron

Camping Mattress
Foam Mattress
Length: 6.2 feet

Sleeping Bags
Made by Hollowfill - Sleeping bag both inner and outer made by nylon
waterproof fabrics.
Made by Feather - Sleeping bag both inner and outer made by nylon
waterproof fabrics.

Emergency equipment:
First Aid Kit
Contains all necessary first-aid supplies for high altitude treks.

2 Oxygen Cylinder:
 2.2 Liters (for short ascents/ descents)
 10 Liters (for base camp only)

The key to an unlimited adventure lies within us!

